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Cost Reduction

Simple and Effective Liquid /Solid Separation
> Affordable self-cleaning filtration

SSX
Slipstream’s SSX Solids Separators were designed to provide various industries a more elegant solution for separating materials that historically required expensive filtration
schemes such as pressurized filter presses or labor-intensive
bag filters.
The SSX architecture is the most versatile and economic
self-cleaning and continuous filtration systems available to
small-scale industrial manufactures, processors and service
providers.
Typical SSX Solids-separators can be configured to recover
either valuable liquids or to dewater entrained solids. Our
SSX units can also be specified with effluent return pumps
or material delivery conveyors for a complete turn-key
solution.
Depending on your application and budget, these units
are constructed of super corrosion resistant 316L SS, Titanium or Thermoplastic and mounted within an epoxy coated steel frame to withstand the most demanding of conditions. Additionally, Slipstream’s vast experience in
wastewater treatment has allowed us to design a VFDdriven, speed-optimized control system that virtually eliminates the need for an operator. Simple Start/Stop operation ensure a robust unit that requires minimal oversight
and even less maintenance.

Applications :


Plastic Recycling and Processing



Metals Reclamation



Rubber Recycling and Processing



Minerals Reclamation



Refining



Suspended Solids (TSS) Filtration
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Key Benefits :


Can be configured for

liquid or solid reclamation



Capable of separating
up to 95% of liquid by
weight



Dependable operation;
greater than 97% uptime

Capacities up to 30 gal-



Designed with easy




Standard 2-year warranty
with longer periods available

lons per minute

maintainability in mind

or Available in various

filter sizes from 1/4” to 50
microns

Durable materials of construction





Replaceable filter ele
ment and brush assembly



Accepts a wide range of

Continuous operation
Small footprint

chemistries and pH

Key Features :






Constructed of Extremely
corrosion resistant materials such as 316L stainless
steel, titanium or thermoplastic
Epoxy coated structural
steel frame holds up to
the harshest conditions



Industrial-duty motor with
integrated speed control



Rapid and cost effective
installation due to quick
and simple inlet and outlet connections



Skid mounted frame with
integrated forklift pockets for maximum mobility
and ease of transportation



Simplified maintenance
with quick-disassembly
components

Simple Start/Stop operation

The Experts in Zero Liquid Discharge

